
Victorian 
Stable
Conversion

“This entrance hall creates a powerful first 
impression of the new-open plan layout. 
Richly coloured wall panelling conceals 
a hidden door into the snug beyond - an 
intriguing surprise. The stylish panelling is 
new but has an authentic feel and frames 
the bespoke York Stone fireplace beautifully.”

Jane Sanderson
Director



Inviting
Living Space

“While this space is luxurious and 
sophisticated, it is also warm and 
welcoming. Velvet, silk and linen, 

combined with the stunning Ralph 
Lauren parquet table, reflect the 

textures and nature of the garden 
beyond. My clients’ collection of 

objets d’art are showcased by 
custom-made cabinetry - bold use 

of colour gives a striking result.”



“The sense of space in this room is spectacular. 
Warm tones of engineered oak, concealing 
underfloor heating, add a dramatic look. 
A seamless flow of defined areas in this 
open-plan room lead to a sumptuous sofa 
facing the welcoming fire. This creates the 
perfect place to socialise and unwind.”

The Core 
of the Home



“Sometimes the smallest details can make a room. 
This confident colour palette creates an intimate
backdrop to the striking nickel plated base I sourced 
for the dining table. Although quite contemporary, 
it works very well with the wonderful antique pieces. 
I love the mixture of old and new - personal styling 
gives the room such a unique look.”

Antique 
with Modern



Cooking 
& Living
“I chose natural materials to reflect 
the amazing views from this room. 
The constantly changing light across 
the mellow limestone wall creates 
wonderful mood and shadow effects.”



Sleeping
“The challenging shape of this bedroom called 
for bespoke furniture and cabinets, to make 
the most of the space. The velvet-edged 
studded headboard was hand-made in calm 
and comforting, soft grey tones.”



Bathing
“This quirky room is a deliberate twist on the 
quintessential Victorian bathroom. The natural 
stone floor tiles are softened by the addition 
of vintage furniture and artwork, which we had 
fun sourcing at auction. The subdued colour 
palette makes this space a haven of calm in 
which to enjoy an indulgent soak.”
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“For me, ambient lighting is one of the most 
important features of a home, not just the 
finishing touch. These beautiful Porta Romana 
wall lights are an absolute favourite of mine, 
adding elegance and style. Stunning pieces of 
art in themselves, these creations were hand 
forged in England and finished in antique gold.”


